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ft Timed response: After a week of preparation, students wrote for 20-30 minutes, using notes to answer one 
or more of the essential questions for the current unit. Can be revised as many times as the student 
wishes before final submission between 3/18 and 3/22.
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DAMAGES Score 10 = x/100 Commentary on first drafts; DAMAGES+ feedback for revisions 100 100 100

9714932 8- 90 Clear and detailed, with an effective thesis; needs a bit more development and new arrangement
2001811 7 87 Insightful thesis; needs paragraphs and more development of "further in time" idea
9717673 6+ 84 Needs paragraphs, development of separate points; confuses "destructible" with "self-destructive"
9717738 6 82 Must separate and develop the different ideas here, including an answer to the rhetorical question
9717854 6 82 Many good details, but needs to develop connections between them; rearrange and cite sources
2000284 6- 80 Needs development of the idea of "retaliation," plus more examples/paragraphs supporting it
9717651 6- 80 Each example must be developed more: greater detail, more explanation of corruption, etc.
2004613 5+ 77 Develop the Caesar example; provide examples of "won't even realize" idea to develop it
9717713 5 75 Needs to expand to include more details than just personal ones; focus on punishment everywhere

500001112 5 75 Must expand each distinct idea into a separate paragraph with examples; focus on mind/body
12064 5 75 Must clarify idea of "remorse" with details/examples; should develop last point with specifics

9716903 5 75 Thoughtful thesis, but needs more development of idea of "rights" and justified/unjustified
12079 5 75 Paragraphing and overall development of ideas needed; clarify thesis re: "best of people"
12004 5 74 Missing specifics; needs to separate out each idea and offer examples in support

40000311 5- 72 Loses focus (and control of tone) in last six lines; must develop the logic here much more

��� Spent <10 min. writing response and/or did not prepare notes on essential questions
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9717558 - m Student was absent, but did not schedule a time to make up the assignment
9716893 7 87 Smart thesis re: hierarchy of needs and interdependence; needs paragraphing, some development
9717601 7 87 Needs a clear thesis to organize its many points; must choose paragraphs by main idea
2000609 6 82 Three good examples that need to be separated, developed, and tied together under a thesis
2004277 6- 80 Weak development and arrangement, but the two details chosen should be kept and expanded
9718405 6- 80 Must develop ideas re: society more; must offer more detail to back up sentence #4
9717767 5+ 79 Must develop contrast between real life and fiction with better/more examples

500000070 5+ 77 Has a thesis; lacks examples and evidence that can be developed; must be rearranged in paragraphs
9717742 5+ 77 Needs examples of "multiple occasions" developed; make this all one paragraph, then add more
9714013 5+ 77 Has an adequate thesis, but there are no specifics supporting it here; needs detail/paragraphing
9714016 5+ 77 Must develop the idea re: Roman Empire with examples/details; further develop last sentence
9717508 5 75 Needs a clearer thesis that can generate better focus; develop the example about environment

11629 5 75 Needs a better real-world example; needs more detail and development of main idea
9714549 5 75 Must explore and develop connection between greed and guilt; needs more detail/examples
2001763 5 75 Focus this around a thesis about the limits of power and how those limits are reached
9717878 5 74 Needs development and detail, but has a smart idea about "the point of view of society"
9717745 5- 70 Confuses awareness of good with being  good; must use more/better details to illustrate thesis ��
2000441 5- 70 Brief, with only one specific example of the thesis; needs much more development of ideas 
2004273 5- 70 First sentence raises a good point, but it isn't developed or backed up by detail/explanation
9717917 4 67 Logic of last sentence must be developed/explained; dropped words, grammar errors hurt clarity 

500001428 2 57 Two sentences long; must be rewritten from scratch; email/conference requested 

��� Spent <10 min. writing response and/or did not prepare notes on essential questions
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